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Abstract
Heart disease is the one of the most common disease. This disease is quite common now a days we used different attributes which can relate
to this heart diseases well to find the better method to predict and we also used algorithms for prediction. Naive Bayes, algorithm is analyzed
on dataset based on risk factors. We also used decision trees and combination of algorithms for the prediction of heart disease based on the
above attributes. The results shown that when the dataset is small naive Bayes algorithm gives the accurate results and when the dataset is
large decision trees gives the accurate results.

Introduction
The main topic is prediction using machine learning technics. Machine learning is widely used now days in many
business applications like e commerce and many more. Prediction is one of area where this machine learning used;
our topic is about prediction of heart disease by processing patient’s dataset and a data of patients to whom we need
to predict the chance of occurrence of a heart disease.

Literature Survey
[2]. Mohammed Abdul Khaleel has given paper in the Survey of Techniques for mining of data on Medical Data for
Finding Fre-quent Diseases locally. This paper focus on dissect information mining procedures which are
required for medicinal information mining particularly to find locally visit illnesses, for example, heart
infirmities, lung malignancy, bosom disease et cetera. In-formation mining is the way toward extricating
information for finding inactive examples which Vembandasamy et al. performed a work, to analyze and detect
heart disease. In this the algorithm used was Naive Bayes algorithm. In Naïve Bayes algorithm they used Bayes
theorem. Hence Naive Bayes has a very power to make assumption independently. The used data-set is obtained
from diabetic research institutes of Chennai, Tamilnadu which is leading institute. There are more than 500 patients
in the dataset. The tool used is Weka and classification is executed by using 70% of Percentage Split. The accuracy
offered by Naive Bayes is 86.419%.
[3]. Costas Sideris, Nabil Alshurafa, Haik Kalantarian and Mo-hammad Pourhomayoun have given a paper
named Remote Health Monitoring Outcome Success prediction using First Month and Baseline Intervention Data.
RHS systems are effective in saving costs and reducing illness. In this paper, they portray an up-graded RHM
framework, Wanda- CVD that is cell phone based and intended to give remote instructing and social help to
members. CVD counteractive action measures are perceived as a basic focus by social insurance associations around
the world. [4]. L.Sathish Kumar and A. Padmapriya have given a paper named Prediction for similarities of disease
by using ID3 algorithm in television and mobile phone. This paper gives a programmed and concealed way to deal
with recognizes designs that are covered up of coronary illness. The given framework utilizes information min-in
methods, for example, ID3 algorithm. This proposed method helps the people not only to know about the
diseases but it can also help’s to reduce the death rate and count of disease affected people.
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[5]. M.A.Nishara Banu and B.Gomathy has given a paper named Disease Predicting system using data mining
techniques. In this paper they talk about MAFIA (Maximal Frequent Item set algorithm) and K-Means clustering.
As classification is important for prediction of a disease. The classification based on MAFIA and K-Means results in
accuracy. [6]. Wharton and Hari Kusnanto have given a paper named Intelligence System for Diagnosis Level of
Coronary Heart Disease with K-Star Algorithm. In this paper they exhibit an expectation framework for heart
infection utilizing Learning vector Quantization neural system calculation The neural system in this frame-work
acknowledges 13 clinical includes as information and pre-dicts that there is a nearness or nonattendance of
coronary illness in the patient, alongside various execution measures.
[7]. D.R. PatiI and Jayshril S. Sonawane have given a paper named Prediction of Heart Disease Using Learning
Vector Quantization Algorithm. In this paper they exhibit an expectation framework for heart infection utilizing
Learning vector Quantization neural system calculation The neural system in this frame-work acknowledges 13
clinical includes as information and pre- dicts that there is a nearness or nonattendance of coronary illness in the
patient, alongside various execution measures

3. Methodology
3.1. Data Pre-Processing Cleaning:
Data that we want to process will not be clean that is it may contain noise or it may contain values missing of we
process we can’t get good results so to obtain good and perfect results we need to eliminate all this, the process to
eliminate all this is data cleaning. We will fill missing values and can remove noise by using some techniques
like filling with most common value in missing place. Transformation: This involves changing data format to one
form to other that is making them most understandable by doing nor-validation, smoothing, and generalization,
aggregation techniques on data. Integration: Data that we need not process may not be from a sin-gle source
sometimes it can be from different sources we do not integrate them it may be a problem while processing so
integration is one of important phase in data pre-processing and different issues are considered here to
integrate.
Reduction: When we work on data it may be complex and it may be difficult to understand sometimes so to make
them understand-able to system we will reduce them to required format so that we can achieve good results.

3.2. ID3 Algorithm
To do this we have many machine learning algorithms out of which we the more widely used methods are
Naïve Bayes classification technical and decision tree construction, in this decision tree construction we have many
algorithms one which we took for this ID3 algorithm. The ID3 algorithm is one of old algorithm which is used for
building decision trees in the process of building decision tree it handles missing values and removes outliers [2]. So
we can build this decision tree even the data is not cleaned well. Decision tree constructs classification or regression
models as a structure which is similar to tree. It separates a dataset into fewer and fewer sub-sets while in the
meantime a related decision tree is increment-tally created. The last outcome is a tree with choice point and leaf
point [8]. A choice node has minimum of 2 branches. Leaf nodes speak to a grouping or choice. The highest choice
hub in a tree which compares to the best indicator called root point. Choice trees can deal with both all out and
numerical information. ID3 is algorithm which is used to build decision trees [2]. ID3 has some features like
removing outliers, handling missing values and but there major disadvantage is to over-fitting. And it’s not so easy
to implement as that of Naïve Bays algorithm. Step 1: If all occasions in X are certain, then make YES node and
end. On the off chance that all cases in X are negative, make a NO node and end. Generally select an element, B
with qualities U1, UN and make a choice node. Step 2: Partition the preparation occasions in X into subsets X1,
X2, Xn as indicated by the estimations of U. Step 3: apply the calculation recursively to each of the sets Ai.

3.3. Naïve-Bayes Classification:
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The Naïve-Bayesian classifier relies upon Bayes' speculation with autonomy suppositions among attributes [7-13].
A Naïve-Bayesian output is definitely not hard to run, with no entrapped repetitive parameter estimation which
makes it particularly sup-sportive for broad datasets in spite of its effortlessness, the Naive Bayesian classifier
generally completes its job shockingly good and is broadly used in light of the fact that it frequently outflanks high
order techniques which are complex. The Naïve Bays treats every variable as independent which helps it to
predict even if variables don’t have proper relation [1].

3.4. K-means
clustering is one of clustering technical used to cluster datasets based on nearest-neighbor here the data is
clustered in k clusters based on a similarity between them we are also fill miss-in values of data using this kmeans[6]. Once we clustered the data every dataset will come into any one of clusters by using this clusters if we
have missing values in dataset we can fill those values as this are categorized into groups. Now as this missing
values are all cleared we can apply different prediction techniques on this for an example we can apply now as we
know that for a dataset to be used for prediction in Naïve Bayes need to be pre-processed we can use this data for
prediction in Naïve Bayes[1]. By different combination of using these algorithms we can achieve good accura-cy.
We reviewed different papers on heart disease prediction out of all prediction techniques and methods what
everyone using when it comes to prediction is Naïve Bayes and decision trees we have different methods one
which that we used here is ID3 algorithm. We took a medical data of heart disease patients from UCI ma-chine
learning repository one of popular repository to get data for machine learning experiments it contains a record of
nearly 300 patients we performed both this Naïve Bayes and ID3 techniques on this training data using R tool. In R
tool we used some 3rd party libraries like e1071 for implementing Naïve Bayes and rpart to construct decision tree.
In the data set that we took for implement-in this contains variables.

4. Proposed System
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By the above experiment what we say is as Naïve Bayes results and decision tree results may change so for
every prediction we need not have a comparison of both the algorithms so get accurate results and in the same way
if we use only a single algorithm which cannot pre-process data we even can’t get good accuracy so it’s better to
have combination of algorithms like k-means, ID3 and k-means and Naïve Bayes.

5. Conclusion
In this what we found is during small datasets in some other cases most of time decision trees direct us to a
solution which is not accurate, but when we look at Naïve Bayes results we are getting more accurate results with
probabilities of all other possibilities but due to guidance to only one solution decision trees may miss lead. Finally
we can say by this experiment that Naïve Bayes is more accurate if the input data is cleaned and well
maintained even though ID3 can clean itself it cannot give accurate results every time, and in this same way
Naïve Bayes also will not give accurate results every time we need to consider results of different algorithms and by
all its results if a prediction is made it will be accurate. But we can use Naïve Bayes consider variables as individual
we can use combination of algorithms like Naïve Bayes and K-means to get accuracy.
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